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Abstract

Observed associations between consumption of diet foods and obesity have sparked con-

troversy over whether intense sweeteners may promote weight gain, despite their negligible

energy contribution. We conducted a scoping review of reviews, to obtain an overview of

hypotheses, research approaches and features of the evidence on intense sweeteners’

potential relationships to appetite and weight changes. We searched for reviews of the sci-

entific literature published from 2006 to May 2017. Two reviewers independently assessed

title and abstracts, and full text publications. Arksey and O’Malley’s framework for scoping

reviews guided the process. We extracted and charted data on characteristics of the reviews

and the evidence presented. The 40 included reviews present hypotheses both on how

intense sweeteners can reduce or maintain body weight and on how these can promote

weight gain. We classified only five publications as systematic reviews; another nine pre-

sented some systematic approaches, while 26 reviews did not describe criteria for selecting

or assessing the primary studies. Evidence was often presented for intense sweeteners as

a group or unspecified, and against several comparators (e.g. sugar, water, placebo, intake

levels) with limited discussion on the interpretation of different combinations. Apart from the

observational studies, the presented primary evidence in humans is dominated by small

studies with short follow-up—considered insufficient to assess weight change. Systematic

reviews of animal studies are lacking in this topic area. The systematic evidence only partly

explore forwarded hypotheses found in the literature. Primary studies in humans seem to be

available for systematic exploration of some hypotheses, but long-term experimental studies

in humans appear sparse. With few exceptions, the reviews on intense sweeteners and

weight change underuse systematic methodology, and thus, the available evidence. Further

studies and systematic reviews should be explicit about the hypothesis explored and eluci-

date possible underlying mechanisms.
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Introduction

Associations seen in observational studies between the consumption of diet products, predom-

inantly diet soda, and prevalence of obesity has fuelled a debate over whether intense sweeten-

ers can promote weight gain [1, 2]. A group of non-calorie sweeteners, the intense sweeteners,

are up to 700 times sweeter than sucrose and can provide sweet taste while contributing negli-

gible to people’s energy intake. Examples of the intense sweeteners are saccharin, aspartame,

sucralose, cyclamate and steviol glycoside. Explanations for this contradiction have been

suggested, but it remains unclear if the observed associations are causal relationships. Some

intense sweeteners have been used extensively for decades, particularly in beverages. Increas-

ingly, intense sweetener consumption comes through foods [3]. The new World Health Orga-

nization (WHO) guideline recommend added sugars to be below 10%, and preferably 5%, of

the total energy intake [4]. Due to this recommendation and planned taxes on sugared drinks

in many countries, sugar is likely to be replaced with intense sweeteners in more foods and

beverages ahead [5].

All permitted food additives are considered safe for human health within specified intake

levels (acceptable daily intake; ADI) as evaluated by National or International food safety regu-

latory agencies. Standard safety assessments determine an ADI based on comprehensive toxi-

cological tests considering numerous endpoints, largely based on animal studies [6]. These

include reports on weight changes in animals, but such controlled feeding studies may not

be relevant to normal consumption patterns in humans. Weight losses in study animals, for

instance, may be due to reduced palatability of feed when testing very high doses of intense

sweeteners. In a recent re-evaluation of aspartame, a panel from European Food Safety

Authority (EFSA) also considered that potential effects of intense sweeteners on eating behav-

iour was outside the remit of risk assessment [7].

Given the current obesity epidemic and serious associated health risks [8], it is timely to

clarify if intense sweeteners are effective tools to lower sugar consumption and maintain a

healthy weight or, on the contrary, if these compounds promote weight gain. Published reviews

can provide an overview of topics, hypotheses and research approaches in the research field.

The aim of this scoping review is to determine the extent and type of summarized evidence

published the last 10 years regarding the potential effects of intense sweeteners on appetite and

weight change. We particularly intended to identify gaps where new systematic reviews or pri-

mary research are needed, including which hypotheses, types of intense sweeteners and out-

comes that need further assessment.

Materials and methods

We performed a scoping review using a pre-defined protocol, guided by the framework for

scoping reviews proposed by Arksey and O’Malley [9] with suggested enhancements [10–12]

and PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) [13]. In

scoping reviews, the researchers systematically explore the literature on a specified topic, for

instance to examine the extent and nature of available research, the value of undertaking a sys-

tematic review, or identify research gaps [9].

Systematic search and inclusion criteria

An experienced research librarian conducted the literature search and the search strategy was

peer reviewed. We searched without language restrictions for all types of reviews published

from 2006 to May 18th 2017 in the following databases: MEDLINE (Ovid) and PubMed [sb],

Embase (Ovid), Cochrane Library (CDSR, DARE, HTA), Epistemonikos and Web of Science.

The literature search included MESH term Sweetening agents, free text words describing the

Intense sweeteners, appetite and body weight
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group (i.e. intense sweeten�, artificial sweeten� etc.) and names of specific intense sweeteners,

combined with MESH terms and free text words related to overweight/obesity, weight change

and appetite. A filter for reviews limited the search and adjustments made to search terms

and structure to suit different databases (see S1 Appendix for search strategy). In addition,

we searched for relevant reports published by EFSA, Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on

Food Additives (JECFA), U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), National Institutes of

Health (NIH, the U.S.), European Medicines Agency (EMA), The Federal Institute for Risk

Assessment (BfR, Germany), Institut National de l’Environnement Industriel et des Risques

(INERIS, France), Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (RIVM, the Netherlands)

and The EU Joint Research Centre (Italy).

Two reviewers independently screened title and abstracts, and considered potentially rele-

vant references in full text. We distributed the work among pairs of authors, and resolved

discrepancies with a third author. Inclusion criteria were any reviews of the literature whose

primary focus was the effect of consuming intense sweeteners (either as a group of sweeteners

or for specific sweeteners) on weight change, appetite or related outcomes. To focus the evi-

dence on intense sweeteners, appetite and weight specifically, non-systematic reviews that

discussed several related topics (e.g. exposure to other dietary components or outcomes such

as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases or cancer) were excluded. Systematic reviews of several

exposures were included if the publication presented separate, systematic analyses for intense

sweeteners and our defined outcomes. Eligible reviews presented results from empirical stud-

ies of any quantitative study design in humans and animal models on intense sweeteners or

specified for Acesulfam K, E 950, Aspartame, E 951, Cyclamat, E 952, Saccharin, E 954, Sucra-

lose, E 955, Neohesperidin DC, E 959, Steviol glycoside, E 960, Neotame, E 96. We included

reviews discussing any comparator with outcome relevant to appetite and body weight change,

including effects through gut microbiota.

Data extraction and analyses

All authors contributed to data extraction using an extraction form and another author vali-

dated the extraction. Data included characteristics of the review, its objectives, components

and analysis, types of included study designs/experimental models, study populations, intense

sweeteners examined (including dose and form of intake), comparisons and outcomes with

follow-up time, and hypotheses. We characterized publications as systematic reviews based

our simplified version of the definition used by the Cochrane collaboration [14]. Publications

were systematic reviews if they had described or presented 1) a systematic literature search, 2)

clear criteria for relevant studies to include, and 3) quality assessment of the included studies

(for instance Cochrane Risk of Bias assessment for RCTs or other study design specific quality

assessment tools). We noted if reviews had data synthesis as meta-analyses.

For systematic reviews and reviews with some description of systematic approach to study

selection (related to criteria 1 and 2 above), we presented characteristics of the review. For

other reviews, we charted such information in a simplified format. We searched all reviews for

explicit or implicit references to hypotheses on how intense sweeteners influence appetite and

body weight change. Formulated hypotheses, suggested mechanisms, explanations for an effect

or similar statements were noted for each review. Based on our interpretation of their content,

we sorted topics across publications. The authors discussed the propositions found and com-

bined these into main hypotheses with similar content. The experimental evidence from sys-

tematic reviews/reviews with some systematic approaches to study selection were mapped

according to which main hypothesis they provided insight into. This categorization was based

on our judgement of the aim, research question or hypotheses presented for each review, study

Intense sweeteners, appetite and body weight
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inclusion criteria and analyses presented. Observational studies were excluded from this map-

ping, as we consider these inadequate to elucidate the hypotheses further. Based on the reviews

that provided characteristics on all included primary studies, we extracted and charted the

number of participants and longest follow-up time in categories defined by intense sweeteners

versus comparator studied, for observational and experimental studies respectively.

Results

The search returned 991 references that we processed as shown in Fig 1. In addition, we con-

sidered 11 references from relevant agencies. Of 102 provisionally eligible references, we

excluded 62 based on full-text screening (S1 Table). Two of these were protocols for planned

Cochrane systematic reviews that will address the scope of our review [15, 16]. We included 40

reviews. The number of reviews published on this topic increased over time, with 31 of the

reviews published from 2012 onwards, and nine in 2016 only.

Systematic reviews and reviews with a systematic approach

Among the included publications, we categorized five [17–21] as systematic reviews. Another

nine publications [22–30] had some description of a literature search strategy for studies,

although with varying level of detail on criteria for eligible study designs, exposures, compari-

sons and outcomes. However, these nine did not describe any quality assessment of the

Fig 1. Literature search and selection process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.g001
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included studies—criteria No 3 for being a systematic review. Characteristics of the fourteen

reviews with a systematic approach to study selection are presented in Table 1.

The evidence in these reviews was predominantly from human studies. The review by Rog-

ers et al. [19] had a systematic search and separate analyses of animal studies, while two publi-

cations presents some evidence from animal studies [24, 27]. Four reviews [17, 21, 22, 30]

restricted their analyses to controlled trials in humans. The remaining ten reviews presented

both observational and experimental evidence. Two reviews had a specific focus on aspartame

[21, 22]. Otherwise, most of these reviews included several intense sweeteners, usually examin-

ing the effect of intense sweeteners as one specified or unspecified group. As a whole, these

reviews examined the effect of intense sweetener consumption against multiple comparators:

no intake, water, sucrose, other caloric sweetener, unsweetened drinks or placebo, or by

comparing different intake levels of intense sweeteners in observational studies. All fourteen

reviews considered multiple outcomes, primarily related to weight change or body composi-

tion. The reviews also varied greatly in how they handled length of follow-up, both in the study

selection process and in the analyses. Seven [20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 30] had no mention of fol-

low-up time in their inclusion criteria. When defined, eligibly regarding follow-up varied from

being open [19] to including studies with minimum six months follow-up [18, 25, 28, 29].

Seven of these reviews presented results as meta-analyses based on a judgement if the studies

were similar enough to combine [17–22, 28], sometimes combined with narrative synthesis of

the evidence.

We did not extract information on doses or exposure of intense sweeteners, the baseline

energy intake or differences in energy intake of study arms as intended. Few review papers

reported information on the dose or exposure to intense sweeteners in a systematic way.

Unless change in energy intake was an outcome, information on energy intake in study arms

was generally lacking in the reviews.

Narrative reviews without description of study selection

We identified another 26 reviews with primary focus on intense sweeteners’ effect on appetite

or weight change [2, 3, 31–54] (Fig 2), but these had no description of how the evidence had

been selected. All had narrative syntheses of the findings. Compared to the reviews in Table 1,

these reviews referred to a wider range of evidence: Observational human studies (nearly all

reviews), experimental studies, both human and animal (19 of 26 reviews) and findings from

experiments in cell cultures (three reviews). Often, the reviews presented evidence from only

one or a few studies within each category. In addition to lack of clarity about how the studies

had been selected, the reviews provided limited or no information concerning the characteris-

tics of the studies, study designs, number of participants/experimental animals, comparisons

made, effect sizes and quality of the primary studies. Ten reviews discussed findings from

other reviews as part of their evidence synthesis.

Similar to the reviews in Table 1, all publications in Fig 2 referred to effects of unspecified

intense sweeteners or these as a group. Six of the 26 reviews discussed findings without specify-

ing any intense sweeteners, but most reviews also provided evidence on one or several named

compounds. Another characteristic of these reviews is that the effects were examined against

several different comparators (e.g. compared to intake of sugar, water, different intake levels,

placebo), often in the same line of reasoning. Sometimes the comparator for a stated effect was

unclear from the text [33, 35, 36, 39, 42, 44, 48, 53]. The only exception was the scientific state-

ment paper from EFSA 2011, which only discussed intense sweeteners in comparison to intake

of glucose [32]. The most common outcome discussed in these reviews was measures of body

weight, but the reviews in Fig 2 referred to a greater range of outcome measures, such as

Intense sweeteners, appetite and body weight
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Table 1. Characteristics of included systematic reviews and reviews with some description of systematic approach to study selection.

First

author,

published

Literature search

(end search)

Inclusion criteria (if not pre-specified, description of what was included. Authors’

terms presented)

Quality

assessment of

studies

Data

synthesis

Included

studies

Types of studies

and populations

Intense sweeteners

considered

Comparison Outcomes and follow-

up period

Wiebe,

2011 [17]

Medline, Embase,

CENTRAL, CAB

Global (to January

2011)

RCTs.

Humans� 16

years. Healthy,

overweight or

diabetic.

Any non-caloric

sweetener.

Any study

comparing

against another

sweetener, caloric

or non-caloric.

Weight change, energy

intake, clinical

outcomes Follow-up:

> 1 week

4 RCT-specific

domains for

risk of bias

Narrative,

network

meta-

analysis

6a

Reid, 2016

[18]

Medline, Embase,

Cochrane Library,

reference list, grey

literature (to July

2015)

Prospective cohorts

and RCTs.

Humans, pregnant

women, infants and

children<12 years

only.

All non-nutritive

sweeteners.

Nutritive

sweeteners,

placebo; regular

diet

Primary outcomes:

BMI/BMI Z-score.

Secondary outcomes:

Birth weight, growth

velocity, adiposity,

clinical outcomes.

Follow-up: > 6 months

Cochrane Risk

of Bias tool

(RCTs),

Newcastle-

Ottawa Scale

(Cohorts).

Narrative,

meta-

analysis

8

Rogers,

2016 [19]

Medline, Embase,

Web of Science

(to February

2015)

Several study

designs. Animal,

human

observational, short

and sustained

intervention studies

analyzed separately.

Low-energy

sweeteners (intense

sweeteners and

sugar alcohols).

Not pre-specified.

Included sugar,

water,

unsweetened,

nothing, placebo

Energy intake, body

weight, body mass

index. Follow-up: open

Cochrane Risk

of Bias tool

used for

sustained

human

intervention

studies

Narrative,

meta-

analysis

147

Ruanpeng,

2017 [20]

Medline, Embase,

Cochrane

databases (to May

2015)

RCTs,

observational

studies (cohort,

case-control, cross-

sectional). Humans,

adults.

Sugar-sweetened or

artificially

sweetened sodas

No soda

consumption

Obesity, weight gain

Follow-up: Not pre-

specified. Included

only cross-sectional.�

Newcastle-

Ottawa quality

scale.

Meta-

analysis

3 a

Santos,

2017 [21]

Cochrane,

LILACS, PubMed,

Scopus, Web of

Science, grey

literature (to April

2016)

Controlled trials.

Humans, adults.

Aspartame. Control (water,

placebo, nothing)

or sucrose.

Primary outcomes:

blood glucose, obesity.

Secondary outcomes:

glycemic control,

overweight, energy

intake, clinical

measures. Follow-up:

Not pre-specified and

unclear. Single dose to

two years included in

same analyses.

Cochrane Risk

of Bias tool

Narrative,

meta-

analysis

29

de la

Hunty,

2006 [22]

No search

strategy. “All

studies [. . .] were

identified”.

RCTs. Human,

adults only.

Aspartame, alone or

in combination

with other intense

sweeteners.

Primary

comparison

sucrose,

secondary water

and “other”.

Energy intake, Body

weight Follow-up: >

24 hours

No. Meta-

analysis

16

Brown,

2010 [23]

PubMed, Web of

Science, EMBASE

(end search

unclear)

Not pre-specified:

Mix of study

designs. Humans,

children 0–18 years.

Artificial sweeteners Not pre-specified.

Included sugar,

water, placebo,

different intake

levels.

Food intake, weight

change, clinical

outcomes Follow-up:

Not pre-specified.

Included 20 min to 10

years.

No. Narrative 18

Gardner

2012 [24]

Pubmed,

Evidence Analysis

Library of the

American Dietetic

Association, hand

search (from

2000, unclear end

date)

Prospective cohorts

and controlled

trials. Systematic

reviews. Humans.

Animal studies

presented.

FDA approved non-

nutritive sweeteners

(aspartame,

acesulfame-K,

neotame, saccharin

sucralose, stevia)

Caloric

sweeteners.

Sucrose.

Partly pre-specified.

Included energy intake

compensation,

appetite, hunger, body

weight. Follow-up:

Unclear. Included

short up to 5 years.

No. Narrative 32

(Continued)

Intense sweeteners, appetite and body weight
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appetite and hunger scores, hormone secretion, intestinal glucose absorption and intestinal

microbiome.

Main hypothesis mapped against available systematic evidence

We searched through all 40 reviews included in Table 1 and Fig 2 for descriptions of hypotheses

on how intense sweeteners influence appetite and body weight changes. Explicit or implicit

hypotheses were identified in the papers’ introduction, as part of the aims, in narrative evidence

Table 1. (Continued)

First

author,

published

Literature search

(end search)

Inclusion criteria (if not pre-specified, description of what was included. Authors’

terms presented)

Quality

assessment of

studies

Data

synthesis

Included

studies

Types of studies

and populations

Intense sweeteners

considered

Comparison Outcomes and follow-

up period

Pereira,

2013a [25]

Medline (to

September 2011),

reference lists

Unclear study

design criteria.

Humans.

Unclear: Artificially

sweetened

beverages.

Not pre-specified

and unclear.

Included multiple

comparisons.

Body weight, obesity

risk, clinical outcomes.

Follow-up: Not pre-

specified. Included

cross-sectional up to

six years.

No. Narrative 14

Pereira,

2013b [26]

Medline (from

1990 to May

2013)

Prospective cohorts

and RCTs.

Humans.

Unclear: Artificially

sweetened

beverages.

Not pre-specified

and unclear.

Included multiple

comparisons.

Body weight, body fat,

clinical outcomes.

Follow-up: RCTs not

restricted, � 6 months

for cohorts

No. Narrative 17

Shankar

2013 [27]

Medline,

PubMed, websites

(from 1987 to

2012)

Not pre-specified.

Included human

and animal studies,

various designs.

Not pre-specified.

Included non-

nutritive sweeteners

combined,

saccharin,

aspartame,

acesulfame-K,

tagalose, sucralose,

stevia.

Not pre-specified

and unclear.

Not pre-specified and

unclear. Related to

weight, obesity and

energy compensation.

No. Narrative 15

Miller, 2014

[28]

Medline,

reference lists (to

September 2013)

Prospective cohorts

and RCTs. Healthy

populations.

Humans.

Any low-calorie

sweetener

(nonnutritive

sweetener or

polyol).

Not pre-specified.

Included sugar,

lactose capsules,

usual diet,

different intake

levels.

Any measure of body

weight or composition.

Follow-up:� 3 weeks

for RCTs,� 6 months

for cohorts

No. Meta-

analysis

23

Pereira,

2014 [29]

Medline,

reference lists

(from 1946 to

March 2012)

Prospective cohorts

and RCTs.

Humans.

Unclear: Sugar-

Sweetened and

artificially

sweetened

beverages,

presented

separately.

Not pre-specified

and unclear.

Included intake

levels, sugar.

Body weight, body fat.

Follow-up: RCTs not

restricted, � 6 months

for cohorts

No Narrative 18

Romo-

Romo, 2016

[30]

PubMed, The

Cochrane library,

Trip Database,

hand search (to

April 2015)

Observational

studies. Clinical

trials. Humans.

Non-nutritive

sweeteners. Six

specific intense

sweeteners

presented in trials.

Saccharin,

aspartame,

acesulfame-K

Not pre-specified.

Included water,

simple

saccharides,

placebo, corn

flour, milk.

Outcomes related to

glucose metabolism,

appetite regulating

hormones and hunger.

Follow-up: Not pre-

specified. Included 7–8

years for cohorts,

single dose to 18 weeks

in trials�

No. Narrative 28a

RCTs: Randomized controlled trials,
aRelevant to the aim of this scoping review (The publication also presents separate analyses of other comparisons or outcomes)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.t001
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Fig 2. Features of included reviews without description of study selection, all narrative analyses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.g002
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syntheses, and particularly in the discussion sections as part of suggested mechanisms or inter-

pretation of findings. Although these hypotheses were formulated in different ways, we consid-

ered that all could be summarized in five main hypotheses presented in Fig 3. The first two

hypothesis assume that use of intense sweeteners may lower sugar consumption and subse-

quently total energy intake to reduce or maintain body weight. The other three hypotheses con-

sider how intense sweeteners may promote weight gain.

We mapped experimental evidence from the systematic reviews and reviews with a system-

atic approach (from Table 1) against whether they provided evidence to explore these five

hypotheses. Eleven reviews [17–19, 21–25, 27–29] had evidence of relevance to the main

hypothesis No. 1; that substitution of sugar with intense sweeteners in beverages and foods will

reduce the total energy intake, and subsequently affect body weight. Only two of these reviews

[18] had separate analyses for studies with longer-term follow-up (> 6 months). Four reviews

[21, 23, 24, 27] had pooled all follow-up periods together, from single dose exposure to longer-

term follow-up, or had no description of the follow-up. We did not find any systematic evi-

dence specific regarding hypothesis No.2: Beverages with intense sweeteners are as protective,

or more protective, than water in prevention of obesity when compared to consumption of

sugar-sweetened beverages. However, single studies addressing this hypothesis were embed-

ded in analyses related to main hypothesis No. 1.

Seven reviews provided some systematic evidence to explore main hypothesis No.4: Intense

sweeteners affect sweet taste receptors, hormonal signalling, reward systems and learned

energy sensing perceptions in a manner that interferes with nutrient absorption, appetite con-

trol or other weight regulation mechanisms. However, this evidence was scattered and cover-

ing only some relevant outcomes. None of these reviews considered aspects of follow-up time

specifically. We did not find any systematic evidence syntheses relating to main hypothesis

No. 3 “Deliberate consumption of beverages and foods with intense sweeteners is associated

with weight gain through mechanisms of giving psychological justification to overeat, being

part of an unhealthy dietary pattern or dieting history”; nor hypothesis No. 5 “Intense sweeten-

ers alter gut microbiota with possible secondary effects involving changes in glucose tolerance,

appetite-regulating hormones or other factors that alter risk of obesity development”.

Characteristics of underlying primary studies

To map the human primary evidence used systematically, we extracted information from

reviews that described core characteristics on all their included primary studies, including

number of participants, follow-up time, exposure and comparator. Studies were sorted accord-

ing to the combination of exposure (including intense sweeteners as a group) and comparator.

Charts show the number of participants and follow-up time within categories defined by

intense sweeteners versus comparator studied. Seven reviews [18–20, 25, 28–30] provided

such characteristics on observational studies (presented in Fig 4) and nine reviews [17–19, 21–

23, 28–30] provided characteristics on human experimental studies (presented in Fig 5). These

reviews presented findings from in total 24 observational studies, five analysed as cross-sec-

tional studies and 19 as cohort studies. The number of participants in the observational studies

varied greatly, from under 100 up to 53000 participants. Many had several years follow-up

time, including nine studies with follow-up from 4 years up to 20 years (Fig 4). Among the 118

human experimental studies found in these reviews’ data synthesis (Fig 5), the most studied

sweetener was aspartame with results reported from 96 studies, most often commonly com-

pared against consumption of sucrose. A high number of primary studies were also reported

results for sucralose (n = 30) and mixture of intense sweeteners (n = 31), while few experimen-

tal primary studies were reported for the intense sweeteners acesulfame K, cyclamate,
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Fig 3. Main hypotheses identified from all included reviews mapped against the evidence found in systematic reviews and reviews with systematic

approach to study selection. a Data extracted from systematic reviews and reviews with description of systematic approach (from Table 1).

Categorisation is based on our judgement of the aim, research question or hypotheses presented, study inclusion criteria and analyses presented in each

review against the hypothesis. Evidence summaries of observational studies were not considered for this presentation. A: Animal studies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.g003
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saccharine and stevia. A notable finding seen in Fig 5 is that the majority of the studies had

very short follow-up time; many measured the outcome after hours or days with exposure to

intense sweeteners. Only twelve of the 118 experimental studies in the reviews’ reference lists

of had a study duration of six months for longer.

Discussion

In this scoping review of reviews, we examined hypotheses, research approaches and features

of the evidence regarding intense sweeteners effect on appetite and weight change. The rising

number of reviews published over time shows an increased interest in these questions, but,

based on our findings, it appears as if many health claims and discussions are based on limited

systematic review of the evidence. Furthermore, the available systematic evidence only partly

explore the width of forwarded hypotheses. Largely, intense sweeteners are treated as a group

in these reviews, rather than specific compounds with different properties, with limited discus-

sions on relevant comparators and control for total energy intake when assessing their effects.

The animal studies in this topic area are underused for systematic examination. Few studies

appears to be designed to explore longer-term weight change in humans.

A strength of this scoping review is the systematic approach including a systematic litera-

ture search in several databases, using predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria, and with

screening by two people independently of each other. Providing an overview of the available

summarized evidence is valuable to avoid duplication of efforts. This scoping review gives an

overview of where new primary studies and/or systematic reviews appear to be needed. It

is possible that some relevant reviews were missed, but it is more likely that the newest

reviews, published just prior to or after our literature search, are lacking. We are aware of two

Fig 4. Number of participants and longest follow-up timea in cited observational studies (n = 24). Data from the reviews in Table 1 that presented

characteristics on all included primary studies. All studies presented results on diet soda consumption with unspecified type of intense sweetener used. a

For studies analysed in multiple primary publications, the longest follow-up is presented.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.g004
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forthcoming Cochrane systematic reviews that may provide findings for main hypotheses one

and two [15, 16]. This scoping review is assumed up to date as of May 2017.

A limitation of our scoping review is that we describe primary studies based on the review

authors’ accounts, rather than mapping all relevant primary studies available. The studies

Fig 5. Number of participants and longest follow-up time in cited human experimental studies (n = 118) in categories defined by intense

sweeteners versus comparator studied. Data from the reviews in Table 1 that presented characteristics on all included primary studies. a One study

with 641 participants and 78 weeks follow-up outside chart area. b One study with 414 participants and 43 weeks follow-up outside chart area.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199558.g005
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presented in Figs 4 and 5 are based on information from the 11 reviews [17–23, 25, 28–30] that

provided study characteristics for all included studies. We considered that a full mapping of all

referenced studies, by retrieving the missing information through full text publications, was

beyond the scope of our study. Wang et al. [55] have created an evidence-map database with

studies of low-calorie sweeteners effects on similar types of outcomes as in this scoping review,

and found 225 potentially relevant primary studies (by June 2014). Although Figs 4 and 5 do

not represent the entire pool of potentially relevant studies, they do represent the available evi-

dence that has been summarised in a systematic manner. We also assume that these plots at

least indicate possible research gaps, in particular the very limited number of experimental

studies with of long-term follow up of participants.

We assessed that only five of 40 review papers were systematic reviews and another nine

had systematic approaches. While non-systematic reviews are important contributions in sci-

entific debate, their findings are limited for drawing conclusions on causal relationships. Risk

of bias in the primary studies are largely unaccounted for in these reviews, which may lead that

low quality and high quality studies are presented as being equally important. A systematic lit-

erature search to find all relevant studies is crucial to reduce the risk of bias in the evidence

base. A methodological quality assessment of these reviews, for instance using the AMSTAR

checklist [56, 57], would have involved judgement on comprehensiveness of the literature

search. Methodological quality assessment of the included reviews was beyond our aim, but

for some reviews, selection of evidence is apparent. Runanpeng et al. [20] included three cross-

sectional studies in analyses of artificial sweetened soda and obesity, despite a clearly wider

base of available studies (Fig 4). We found no systematic reviews of animal studies. Rogers

et al. [19] searched thoroughly for animal studies and categorized the results in compulsory

consumption, voluntary consumption and learning studies, but did not quality assess this set

of studies. Systematic reviews of animal studies may meet particular methodological challenges

[58], but are important to explore physiological mechanisms.

A notable finding is that effects of intense sweeteners are often presented grouped, rather

than for individual compounds. With only a few exceptions, all the observational studies

examined intake of beverages containing unspecified type and amount of intense sweeteners,

mainly based on food frequency questionnaires (FFQ). In many cases, real-life exposure even

from single foods or drinks too are mixtures of intense sweeteners and exact doses are rarely

declared. Thus, we agree with others’ [29] claim that further evidence from observational stud-

ies, with their crude exposure assessment and methodological problems with reverse causality,

residual confounding and lack of control with total energy intake, will not make significant

insights into these research questions.

The experimental evidence is more specific on type and dose of intense sweeteners studied.

Still, many of these reviews combine results for multiple compounds in the evidence syntheses,

as well as omit considerations of doses used. Analyses of intense sweeteners as a group can be

warranted if intense sweeteners affects appetite and weight control through mechanisms

related to the sweet sensors in the mouth and the gut. Otherwise, compound specific analyses

appear more appropriate, as based on current knowledge of different properties of each intense

sweetener. For instance, aspartame is metabolized to the constituent amino acids prior to

absorption, cyclamate can be metabolized by bacteria in the gastro intestinal tract and toxicity

is related to its metabolites, while saccharin is excreted un-metabolized.

One concern identified in this scoping review, was that many of the reviews lacked consid-

eration and justification of appropriate length of follow-up in relation to the hypothesis stud-

ied. For instance, Santos et al. [21] pooled all results on weight changes regardless if the

participants were followed up only a few hours or up to two years. It is difficult to estimate an

appropriate length of follow up, but body weight is an outcome that changes quite slowly over
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time. A recent systematic review on the effects of energy intake from fat on body weight in

people not aiming to lose weight only included studies with minimum 6 months follow up

[59]. Twelve of the human experimental studies presented in Fig 5 had 6 months of interven-

tion or longer, but the majority of these studies had short follow-up time—often only hours

or days. Short-term experimental studies may give insight into immediate metabolic changes

and energy intake after exposure to intense sweeteners to understand immediate mechanisms

related to activation of sweet taste receptors, hormonal signalling and reward systems. How-

ever, the relevance of such findings to long-term weight changes are limited. We therefore

consider that most of these studies have too short follow-up to answer hypotheses related to

weight change, including any possible effects through appetite and the microbiome. With the

limited number of participants seen in many studies, we also expect several to have too low sta-

tistical power to answer the study objective.

Furthermore, this body of evidence contains little discussion on the relevant comparator in

interpreting the effects of intense sweeteners and how this relates to overall changes in the

total diet, particularly total energy intake. Substitution of high sucrose intake with intense

sweeteners is essentially different from effects of intense sweeteners compared to water or

nothing. De la Hunty et al. [22] comment that soft drinks were the most common vehicle of

exposure in the studies, with intakes up to 2 L of sugar-sweetened soft drinks daily compared

with aspartame-sweetened soft drinks—a 3.5 MJ/day difference in total energy intake. When

energy intake is an outcome in several of these reviews [17, 19, 21–24], the experiment take

into account that humans can compensate an initial difference in energy intake over time.

This ability to compensate for a difference in the total energy intake, partly or fully, may be

dependent on size of the energy difference, mode of delivery (liquid, solids, and products), pal-

atability or overall nutrient composition in the diet. For this reason, we did not treat hypothe-

sis No.2 relative effect of intense sweeteners compared to water as substitutes for sugar) as

subordinate No.1 (intense sweeteners comparted to sugar) as the energy difference between

the compared treatments is dissimilar, thus possible relevant mechanisms.

A flaw in our thinking about intense sweeteners may also be the notion that these will sub-

stitute consumption of sugar. Gartner et al. [24] presents US dietary assessments data indi-

cating that people consume products with intense sweeteners in addition to, rather instead

of, high sugar products. In real life, people often choose low-calorie products for a reason,

including a developing or existing weight problem and with differential success for weight

control, i.e. the phenomenon relevant to reverse causation. Individual behavioural patterns

related to dieting, indulging or restrained eating might be important to understand the asso-

ciations seen between diet soda consumption and obesity seen in many observational studies

(e.g. [18]).

Furthermore, the deliberate choice of low energy products may lead to a possible “licensing

effect” (main hypothesis No.3), described as “employing justifications that allow violations of

the goal they endorse” [60]. An example of the licensing effect occurs when people who have

consumed a low-energy drink allow themselves to indulge in foods high in energy. Thus, the

licensing effect can be described as a cognitive consideration and “reward to oneself”, and

therefore different from a possible physiological sweet sensation rewarding effect as implicated

in hypothesis No.4. A recent systematic review examined whether labelling of food, beverages,

and tobacco products as “low”, “light”, “diet”, “reduced” or “zero” may lead to changes in con-

sumption patterns and behaviours, but found only few studies exploring this topic [61]. A pos-

sible licensing effect of products with intense sweeteners may hypothetically be strong enough

to counteract their use for weight control in individuals and populations. This also implies that

systematic reviews should examine whether study participants were informed or naïve to the

presence of intense sweeteners.
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In conclusion, the included reviews present several hypotheses on how intense sweeteners

may be associated with weight changes. However, hardly any of the identified publications

specifies a hypothesis for their review and discusses whether the included studies are suitable

to illuminate this. Apart from the observational studies, the evidence is dominated by small

studies with short follow-up. Systematic reviews of animal studies are lacking in this area.

We particularly see a need to disentangle the direct physiological effects of each intense sweet-

ener from the possible behavioural aspects related to their everyday use in the population. All

hypotheses presented in Fig 3 can be addressed in carefully designed trials and subsequently

systematic reviews, but a more systematic approach is needed to explore specific hypotheses

and elucidate possible mechanisms through appropriate study designs and follow-up.
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